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By Fran Kuhn and Bruce Hollingshead

In terms of exposure and prestige, the
AMA's 250 Supercross Championship has
few rivals. Each year, millions watch as
the factories do everything in their power to lay claim
to the nation's most valued motocross title. The
formula is brutally simple: Hire the best rider and give
him winning equipment. Little is left to chance, and
each team sends its hopefuls into the arena with their
finest machines and a common goal.
In the end, only one emerges as Champion.
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Rick fohnson won the 1988

250

Supercross Championship aboard a

production-based CR250 factory bike.
Team Honda's Red Fighter looks
surprisingly similar to the company's
1980 production CR250R, and soon
you will be able to visit your local
dealership and buy a replica of the
championship-winning machine. How
close will it really be to Rick's racer?
That's anyone's guess, but it's likely
to be substantially different. Given
that R.j.'s factory bike costs
approximately $go,ooo more than
production-line issue, this should
come as no surprise, What's the
difference? That, of course, is the

.'

$30,000 question.

IHE $3O,OOO AilSWEn
Honda's USD fupside-down) Showa
fork is the factory bike's most visibly
unique component (though the design
will become status quo once the 1989
production machines are releasedJ.
While the USD fork utilizes
conventional cartridge-type internals
and delivers damping characteristics

similar to traditional fork designs, it
does offer one important advantage:
greater rigidity. However, the USD
design was not perfected overnight.
Honda's first generation Showa
USD fork made its competition debut
at the 1986 Anaheim Supercross. Rick
fohnson was the first to use the fork,
while teammate David Bailey, not yet
satisfied with its performance during
preliminary testing, opted for Showa's
conventional design. After Anaheim,
Rick shelved the USDs for the
remainder of the season because, as
with many new designs, the fork had
its share of problems.
The first and biggest glitch was
stiction, some of it traceable to
bushings and seals, the remainder
caused by the upper tubes being
pinched in the clamps. In addition,
many Team and test riders were
unhappy with the feel delivered by
the new Showas. Riders complained
about the fork's tendency to transmit
small impacts to the grips, whereas
the old-style tubes, by flexing,
actually absorbed small shocks. New
seal and bushing designs, along with
careful detailing and preparation,
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eliminated enough of the initial
problems to allow |ohnson to use the
fork again in 1987, its first full season
of national competition.
The L988 CR250 factory bike wears
what Honda considers the thirdgeneration Showa USD fork. It is a
slightly refined, better-performing
version of the '87 design, and it
served as a model for the 1989
production fork.

f,IE EilCTI{E
Honda's factory CR250 engine has
remained relatively unchanged for
several years. The current
configuration is a variation of a
design which first appeared in 1985,
though the original's battery- powered
electronic HPP power valve has since

,1 k')

defending titlist, lost the 250 National
Championship to Kawasaki's feff
Ward in the process.
Ironically, fohnson used the very
same Honda to strip Ward and
Kawasaki of the AMA supercross title
feff won in 1987. In racing, turnabout
is fair play.

P]CX AIJD CHOOSg- Johnson uses
dlfferent plpes depeMlng on the track.
The tactory pipe makes tha moet power,
but BIck uses a Pro Cltcult exhaust fot
s.tadium'work. The ctutch-slde case is

UnDS

oATJSfiRUCrTOTJ. The 1988
factary bike uxes a handcralted billea
alumlnum llnkage tfiet ves tnttlally
develoPad during the 1986 Grand Prix
aeergon. The tatlo Is the seme aa stack,
but the tactory parl6 have a sapeilor
beafuV aystem. An eyelet rcplaccs the
stock shock's bottom clevis tor
smoathet actlon. Whlle the valvlng ls
diftarent, the shock body and shalt are

productlon ltems. An atumlnum plate
keeps the famc ralls lrom snagglng the
dder's boots; the lootpegs are
handmade wtth bear lrap-slze cteats.

been replaced by a mechanically
operated production model, The

cylinder is a slightly modified
production unit. Minor changes
include raising the exhaust port for
more top-end power and cleaning up
the intake tract and reed block for
better flow. The carburetor is a
stocker modified to incorporate a true
choke circuit.
Depending on track conditions,
fohnson chooses either an

HRC-designed exhaust or a Pro
Circuit aftermarket pipe. The factory
pipe makes more peak power, but Pro
Circuit's plumbing offers better
Iow-end grunt for work within
stadium confines. For outdoor races,
Rick uses the HRC pipe exclusively.
Centercases are stock, as per the
AMA rule book. Both the ignition and
clutch-side cover are magnesium. The
transmission's shafts and gears are
standard production parts. Team
Honda regears the CR to allow for
use of a smaller-than-stock (49-toothJ,
French-made AFAM rear sprocket
which slightly reduces the rear
wheel's unsprung weight. The
countershaft is fitted with a 13-tooth
sprocket, so the modified final gearing

magneslum, though the water pamP
cover le alumlnum, whlch reslets
corroslon better. The handcnfted
alumlnum brake pedal attaches to a
Iarger-Ihan-stock master cylinder and Ie
avallable ln three slzes; Blck use6 the
modium length.
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the same as
that on the standard machine.
7HE C|ASS,S

While the Honda's engine has
remained essentially unchanged for
the past three seasons, the frame is a
new design that centers around
modifications to the bike's steering
head. Though its angle has been
unaltered since 1986, the designers
opted to pull the entire head rearward
10 millimeters compared to the 1987
frame. The goal was to improve
steering characteristics by placing
more weight on the front wheel. It
worked, but the trade-off was a slight
[though not unmanageableJ loss of

stability.
For riders like fohnson, the

cut-and-paste job created another
problem: The frame's overall size
reduction made the bike a tight fit for
tall riders, Fortunately, the factory
Honda's upper triple clamp has
auxiliary handlebar mounting holes
that allow the bar to be placed
farther forward for taller riders.
fohnson was able to adapt without
any problem.

THE NECOND
Even with the L988 Supercross
Championship to its credit, the
CR250's season wasn't a complete
success. The Honda lost a rear brake
caliper at the Gainesville Outdoor
National opener, and the bike's
engine seized at Axton when a
coolant fitting broke free from the
rear of the cylinder. fohnson, the

fHE FU1UNE
Honda's CR250 is a true factory bike,
And, while it represents the Iatest of
the production-based factory breed, it
may also represent the last of a
generation. While the machine
embodies many of the latest
technological advances
fwater-cooling; reed valve induction;
variable-height exhaust port;
single-shock, linkage-controlled rear
suspension; advanced materials and
superior ergonomics), many of its
designs are approaching the edge of
their practical performance limits.
Further advances in frame
construction, for instance, could
mandate radical departures from
traditional materials and design
philosophy.
This process has already begun,
showcased by Yamaha's
aluminum-framed YZM500 works

bike. Exotic as it may appear,
however, the YZM is still a
first-generation departure from today's
standards,

Ultinately, the direction of the
eYolutionary process,,, will be
driven prinarily by cost
considentions and rule book
rcstilctions,
Ultimately, the direction of the
evolutionary process depends on
many factors, but will be driven

primarily by cost considerations and
rule book restrictions. Given the
options available, the factory bike of
the future will remain either
essentially unchanged, or will become
both visually and mechanically an
entirely new animal. There will be no
middle ground.
If motocross bike development
follows the path of roadracing, the
factory bike (and production bikes) of
the next decade will look
dramatically different from the one
you see here. And, in Honda's case,
perhaps only the color-and the
ultimate goal of winning-will remain
the same.
SnX
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